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Although this method is a very useful tool to characterize defects in direct gap semiconducters, there are some material dependent difficulties to measure the required signals when observing temperature-induced changes in defect recombination properties (degradation of contacts, surface contamination etc.). We have overcome these problems and in this paper we will report on the application of this technique to investigate the role of impurity gettering and decpration on the recombination behaviour of defects in GaAs.
In our experiment we diffused Copper into the crystal. We observed an increase of the EBIC-and the CL-contrast and changes in the contrast profiles. With the help of computer simulations these experimental results can be interpreted as a homogeneous decoration, of the defects and the formation of precipitates.
(1) present adress: Weizmann Institute of Science, Dept. of Structural Chemistry, Rehovot 76100, Israel 
